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Hi! I'm Alex, a 28 year old trans man. My 
pronouns are HE/HIM/HIS. I create innovative 
bookish content on YouTube since the birth of 
my channel in May 2014. My mission is to help 
readers find their new favorite book and amplify 
the voices of queer and trans authors. 


My content is solely based on reading and 
reviewing books about LGBTQIA+ characters 
and sports in creative ways. I solely read 
Contemporary novels in any demographic and 
format.


I post weekly on my YouTube channel, 
Pucksandpaperbacks. My content consists of 
themed reading vlogs such as 48-hour reading 
challenges (i.e. Reading Books with My Name in 
the Title, Wordle Picks My TBR), monthly wrap-
ups, and themed book recommendations like 
pairing books with TikTok’s. 


 My book reviews can be found in my monthly wrap ups, “Recent Reads” videos, reading 
vlogs. 

My audience… 

My audience consists of LGBTQIA+ readers who are seeking out the latest queer 
books through my reviews and book recommendation videos. My audience relies on 
my reviews of books with trans representation to decide whether they want to read it.


The majority of my audience is women, trans men and non-binary people aged 
18-34 years old living in the U.S., Canada, Europe, and Australia. 

http://www.youtube.com/pucksandpaperbacks


Disclaimer  
I only accept brand deals and promotion with companies who are global. The majority 
of my most engaged supporters are based internationally and I want everyone to be 
able to access your product or service! So, before working with me, I need to know if 
your service is accessible for my audience. Thank you! 





Pricing 
These prices are for products and services. See book related 
pricing on the next page.  

BRAND INTEGRATION $75-$100 
I will do a 30 to 60 second ad read promoting your 
brand or service in my YouTube video. Depending on 
your guidelines, I will comply 


INSTAGRAM FEATURE $50 
I will make an Instagram post (In-Feed) OR an 
Instagram story related to your brand. All prices are per 
post. 


THE WHOLE PACKAGE $250 
This package includes an Instagram post and/or story 
and an ad read in two of my YouTube videos related to 
your brand.


Posts (In-Feed) Per Week: 
Minimum of 3-4 

Reach: 60% 

Engagement: 30% 

Avg Story Posts a Day: 7-10 

Avg Story Views: 130 

1.7k  
Followers 

Videos Per Week: 1-2  
Avg Views Per Video: 200 
Avg View Duration: 50% 
Avg Engagement: 20%

2.9k  
Subscribers 






Book Reviews & Features 

I do accept payment for book reviews! However, I am still 
going to be honest and transparent in my reviews. I do not 
use star ratings, I simply review the book based on my own 
thoughts! If you’d like me to feature a book, I can feature it 
in a video, story, or Instagram post in-feed.


For book features, I charge from $25-$75 depending on 
the feature and amount of work it will take.  

 



Contact 
Email: alex.zump594@gmail.com 
Website: www.pucksandpaperbacks.com


Please read my Review Policy before requesting a book review. 

mailto:alex.zump594@gmail.com
http://www.pucksandpaperbacks.com
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